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PROJECT BACKGROUND AND RATIONALE
The Project titled “Tajikistan: Strengthening export competitiveness of SMEs in the textile and
clothing sector and enhancing trade support institutional capacities” is the fourth Component of
the Trade Cooperation Program (TCP) in Tajikistan, which is funded by the Government of
Switzerland and implemented by the International Trade Centre (ITC).
The main focus of the project is to increase the export competitiveness of the textile and clothing
(T&C) sector in Tajikistan, by providing sector specific support to SMEs and relevant trade
supporting institutions (TSIs), as well as by supporting the respective stakeholders in taking a
strategic approach to the sector’s development.
One of the three expected outcomes under the Project is:
Outcome 2: SMEs in the T&C sector are more export competitive and have access to new
markets
Activity 2.2.3: Help T&C enterprises to prepare for, and organize participation in marketing
missions and trade fairs, including the preparation of promotional material, samples, and
logistics.
“Textillegprom” (www.textilexpo.ru), also called the Federal Trade Fair for Textile and Light
Industry Goods and Equipment, is held twice a year (February and September) in Moscow and
one of the leading international fairs of textiles and apparel in the Russian Federation and the
CIS countries. More than 37,000 wholesale buyers and industry experts visit the fair, where over
2,500 companies showcase their innovative products in total display area of over 65,000 sq. m.
Textillegprom attracts exhibitors and buyers from all regions of the Russian Federation, giving a
complete picture of the Russian market. So, this fair is a good opportunity for Tajik exporters to
research and better understand the Russian market requirements by interacting with exhibitors
and potential buyers from all regions of the Russian Federation.

OBJECTIVES
For the sixth consecutive year the ITC project in Tajikistan organized participation of Tajik T&C
companies at the Textillegprom trade fair. During these years, more than 20 companies from
Tajikistan have participated at this fair, most of them for 4-5 times, bringing home contracts
valued from several hundred up to several million dollars.
Textillegprom trade fair brings together the key elements: timing, location of Moscow, large
number of buyers and visitors, focused on the Russian and regional market and provided a
platform for several product categories which the Tajik companies have to offer.
Russia remains as an attractive market to retailers, manufacturers and exporters worldwide who
are seeking markets with high growth potential. The textile and apparel market in Russia has a
value of approximately $37 to $40 billion USD, with about $25 billion in apparel alone.
Despite the ongoing economic downturn, Russia is one of the main and most attractive market
for Tajikistan’s T&C export sector due to its size and volume, tight economic relationships,
geographical closeness, relatively favourable market entry conditions and existing cultural links
with Tajikistan.
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The objective of the mission was providing the project pilot companies from Tajikistan with an
opportunity to introduce their companies at the global T&C market and to show and promote
their products to a wide range of buyers – wholesalers, retailers and manufacturers – from
Russia and other countries, to establish direct business contacts with potential clients and to
diversify their orders. Participants also had an excellent chance to better understand the current
requirements of the market where their manufacturers are competing and playing a global role.
Additionally, the fair has provided good sourcing opportunities for Tajik companies regarding
modern T&C machinery and equipment, spare parts, raw materials and accessories.

PREPARATORY ACTIVITIES FOR THE FAIR
The preparatory activities for the Textillegprom trade fair were already started in November
2015. In order to enable the successfully participation of Tajik and Kyrgyz companies at the fair,
arrange the PR promotion campaigns, and organize a buyer-seller event in Moscow two
consultants have been recruited: Ms. Svetlana Ponomareva and Ms. Valentina Kuznetsova
representing the Moscow-based news agency “RIA Moda” (www.riamoda.ru).
According to the TORs, the consultants had to carry out the following tasks:
 Create a database of potential Russian buyers (clients)
 Develop a model for booth design for each country
 Organize a buyer-seller/business forum event at Textillegprom, invite the potential buyers
to the event, and promote and cover the event in Russian mass media
 Develop promotion booklets for the participants from Tajikistan (max 10 companies)
 Organize a media support campaign before the trade fair in the Russian Federation,
Belarus and Eurasian Economic Union countries, including press-releases, articles,
invitations to visit the Tajikistan and Kyrgyzstan booths.
 Produce a video film about the Tajik and Kyrgyz T&C enterprises and disseminate the
above video film on Internet (YouTube, professional websites), and etc.
The National Consultants on T&C, representing the local consulting companies - Kamolot-1 LLC
in Dushanbe and Business Consulting Group LLC in Khujand also closely collaborated with RIA
Moda in providing necessary inputs and information related to preparation of Tajik companies for
the Textillegprom trade fair and organizing a business forum in Moscow. They are also
accompanied the TV operator during the company visits and taking video shootings, assisted the
participating companies in preparing the promotional materials (b-cards, company flyers,
designing stand), filling the Application Forms and preparing information for the fair catalogue,
and etc.

PRESS CONFERENCE WITH RUSSIAN MASS MEDIA
Prior to the fair, on 10 February 2016 RIA Moda organized an online skype conference with
participation of the Russian mass media representatives and Tajik and Kyrgyz T&C
stakeholders. The main focus of the press conference was the current situation of the T&C
industry in Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan, as well as the potentials and opportunities for Tajik and
Kyrgyz T&C companies in the Russian market. The following people from Tajikistan participated
in the press conference:



Mr. Abdullo Muhammadiev, Deputy Chairman of the Light Industry Association of
Tajikistan
Mr. Faizali Rajabov, Chairman of the Union of Private Sector Development in Tajikistan
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Mr. Nabijon Khasanov, Director of Khasanov company.

For more details, please click the following link (in Russian): http://riamoda.ru/news/news20180.html

STRUCTURE OF MISSION
The following nine T&C companies - HIMA Textile”, “Maftuna”, “Nafisa”, “Nassoji Khujand”,
“Nohid”, “Olim Textile”, “Ortex”, “Rahimov A.A.”, and “Vahdat Textile” represented Tajikistan at
the 46th Textillegprom fair, which took place from 16 to19 February 2016 in Moscow, Russian
Federation. Maftuna company attended the fair as a visitor with the sourcing purposes. In total,
the Tajik delegation was composed of 13 people, including also NPM, who accompanied and
guided the delegation throughout the mission. The list of participants is enclosed (Annex 1).
Similar to other previous marketing missions, the above visit was also conducted on a costsharing basis. Total contribution by the participating companies constituted approximately USD
10, 000.
It should be noted prior to the fair the ITC organized a special two-day training on “Algorithm of
creation of the commercial clothing collections”, which was conducted on 14-15 February 2016
in Moscow by Ms. Galina Kravchenko, a leading expert of the well-known Russian consulting
company - Fashion Consulting Group (http://www.fashionconsulting.ru/). The training aimed to
improve the knowledge of participants on successful tools and technologies of creation of new
brands and collection of clothes. The heads of six companies - “Nassoji Khujand”, “Maftuna”,
“Nohid”, “Ortex”, “Rahimov A.A.”, and “Vahdat Textile” participated at the training and have been
awarded with the certificate of attendance.

TAJIK BOOTH
The companies were
located
in
two
different halls of
Pavilion 75: garment
factories in Hall A
and spinning companies in Hall C. The total area for Tajik booths constituted 63 m² (48 m² for
garment factories and 15 m² for spinning companies). The exhibiting products ranged from the
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raw textiles (cotton yarn, dyed yarn) to knitted products (knitted fabrics, men’s underwear,
socks), and ready garments, including denim products and sportswear (men’s shirts, shorts,
pants, kids wear, kimonos).

COMPANY BOOKLETS
According to the TOR, RIA Moda prepared a new design of booklets for 8 Tajik companies,
which were printed and shared with the companies on the first day of the fair. The idea was to
get a new and contemporary design of company booklets, which are more innovative, attractive
and more close and acceptable to the potential Russian buyers and visitors’ tests and feeling. In
general, the new design of booklets were successful except some errors and misprints, which
could be removed by the companies for future using.
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BUSINESS FORUM ON “COOPERATION OF PRODUCERS FROM
KYRGYZSTAN AND TAJIKISTAN WITH RUSSIAN COMPANIES IN THE AREA
OF LIGHT INDUSTRY”
In the framework of the trade fair, organized a
Business
Forum
on
“Cooperation
of
manufactures from Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan
with the Russian companies in the area of Light
Industry”, which was conducted on 16 February
2015 in the conference hall of Pavilion 75 (see
the Forum Agenda under Annex 2).

The forum brought together the key players of the textile and clothing sectors of Tajikistan, and
Kyrgyzstan and the potential buyers from the Russian Federation to discuss possible
cooperation, as well as to present the Tajik and Kyrgyz T&C companies and their products. For
this purpose, a special website of the forum was created by RIA Moda in advance:
http://www.centralasiatextile.ru It should be noted that within a short period the above website
was visited by approximately 120 visitors from Russia and its regions. The representatives of
some big Russian retailers and chains, such as befree, ZARINA, LOVE REPUBLIC, MODIS,
ADDIC, and PODIUM expressed interest to participate in the above Forum. The excel sheet with
contacts details of the website visitors and their area of interest was prepared and shared with
the Tajik T&C companies.
Before staring the Forum, a video film about the Tajik and Kyrgyz T&C enterprises was shown,
which was prepared under the project. The film is available on: http://www.centralasiatextile.ru/

During the Forum a welcoming remarks was made by Mr. Imomuddin Sattorov, Tajik
Ambassador to the Russian Federation, who emphasized the importance of strengthening the
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business cooperation and trade relationships between Tajikistan and Russia in the textile and
clothing industry. The similar opening remarks were made by Kyrgyz counterparts. Mr. Armen
Zargaryan, ITC Programme Coordinator, Office for Eastern Europe and Central Asia made a
welcoming remarks on behalf of the ITC.
Mr. Saidmumin Kamolov, ITC National Programme Manager in Tajikistan made a presentation
on “Opportunities and Perspectives for Promotion of Tajik T&C products in Russian market”. The
heads of Tajik and Kyrgyz companies made presentation of their companies and shared their
views on the potentials of cooperation in the context of Russian market.
The ITC Project team in Tajikistan received a Letter of Gratitude from the fair organizers for
organizing participation of the Tajik T&C companies in the Business Forum and the
Textillegprom trade fair (see Annex 3).
More detailed information about the Forum will be provided in the Report to be prepared by RIA
Moda in March 2016.

BUSINESS FORUM AT THE TAJIK EMBASSY IN MOSCOW
On 17 February 2016 the heads of Maftuna, Nassoji Khujand, Nohid, Ortex, and Vahdat Textile
are also participated in the Business Forum organized jointly by the Tajik embassy in Russia, the
National Association of Wholesales and Distribution Centers of Russia, and the Union of Private
Sector Development of Tajikistan. The opening remarks were made by Mr. Imomuddin Sattorov,
Tajik Ambassador to the Russian Federation and Mr. Sergei Lisowski, First Deputy Chairman of the
Federation Council on Agrarian and Food Policy and Environment. The Forum was attended by the heads
of the CIS business centers and the Eurasian Business Council, representatives of state bodies and
business entities of Russia and Tajikistan, dealing with wholesale and retail sales of agricultural and textile
and clothing products.
During the Forum the participants discussed the problems related to the establishment of supply
of fruits and vegetables and other products from Tajikistan to Russia, as well the logistics
aspects of this issue.
At the end of the Forum held a signing ceremony of the MOU for cooperation between the
national associations of the parties, which was signed by Mr. V. Lishchuk, Executive Director of
the National Association of Wholesales and Distribution Centers of Russia and Mr. Faizali
Rajabov, Chairman of the Board of the Union of Private Sector Development of Tajikistan. It is
expected that implementation of the above MOU will facilitate increasing the export of fruits and
vegetables, as well as the T&C products from Tajikistan to Russia.
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PRELIMINARY OUTCOMES
In general, participation of Tajik T&C companies in the Business Forum and Textillegprom trade
fair was very useful and beneficial for all participating companies. All participants established
new business contacts, expanded their potential buyers’ portfolio, learnt about the new
equipment, technologies and new trends in the industry, collected a lot of useful information
about the market, competitors, etc. However, due to ongoing economic downturn in Russian
economy, the preliminary results of the fair were lower than the previous years (see Table 1
below). Therefore, the majority of participants in the Feedback Form in response to question
“Did the economic crisis in Russia affect (negatively) your business (including export
volumes)?” marked “Significant”. However, all of the Tajik participants consider the Russian
market as a priority market (see Annex 4).
Over the course of the four day event, the Tajik booths received more than 500 visitors.
Participating companies gained approximately 190 new business contacts through sharing
business cards and in-person consultations in the Tajik booths area.
Table 1.

Companies

Participation of Tajik T&C companies at the 41th International trade fair
“Textillegprom”, 16-19 February 2016, Moscow, Russia: Preliminary
outcomes
Visitors to
Company
Displays
100

New Business
Contacts

Preliminary
Agreement Value

47

-

Actual
contract
signed
-

-

8

-

-

Nafisa

164

6

$6,500

-

Nohid

80

40

-

-

Nassoji
Khujand
Olim Textile
Ortex

N/A

N/A

$2, 150, 000

$500,000

N/A
22

N/A
5

N/A
-

-

Rahimov A.A

37

18

-

-

Vahdat
Textile
TOTAL:

105

65

-

-

508

189

$2,156,500

$500,000

HIMA
Maftuna

It is clear from the information provided by the participating companies that most of them had
adequate opportunities to work with a large number of potential customers during the fair, make
initial agreements totalling greater than USD 2,000, 000 and one company - Nassoji Khujand
even signed the actual contract in the amount of USD 500,000. It is reasonable to anticipate that
the business contracts to be processed and finalized in the coming months as a result of
participation in the Textillegprom fair possibly will exceed this preliminary data. Therefore, taken
purely from a quantitative perspective, participating companies generated entirely new revenues
far exceeding the costs of participation.
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PARTICIPANTS’ FEEDBACK
An evaluation form was prepared before the visit and submitted to participants on the last day.
For evaluation details see the summarized feedbacks by the Tajik delegation in Annex 4.
The overall feed-back from the companies was very positive. All participants are very grateful to
the project for organizing this fruitful mission.

MEDIA COVERAGE
Participation of Tajik clothing and spinning companies at the 46th international trade fair
“Textillegprom” was widely covered in the mass media.
Prior to the departure of the Tajik delegation, the ITC National Consultant on Public Relations,
Mr. Abdulfattoh Shafiev prepared a Press release on this event in Tajik, English and Russian
and disseminated among media representatives.
The news was broadcasted on local radios and posted in various websites in Tajik, Russian and
English, as well as the Social media (Facebook, Twitter) (see details in Annex 5 - PR Report).

VISIBILITY
As participants in the 46th international trade fair “Textillegprom”, each Tajik company’s profile
appeared in the official website of “Textillegprom” (http://www.textilexpo.ru/) and the fair
catalogue, which was distributed to all participants, including potential buyers. The catalogue
profiles include a brief description of the company’s products and its contact information. This
catalogue will provide prospective customers an opportunity to reach Tajik companies during
and after the fair.
Pictures, videos and a description of the Tajik mission to international trade fair “Textillegprom”,
have been made available on the ITC Tajikistan project website, which can be found at the
following links:
Pictures:
http://itctj.org/multimedia-new/strengthening-export-competitiveness-of-smes-in-the-textile-andclothing-sector-and-enhancing-trade-support-institutional-capacities-in-tajikistan/
Videos:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HwyCj-mx0_A&feature=youtu.be
http://riamoda.ru/riamoda_tv/news-13.html
https://vimeo.com/156969669

LESSONS LEARNED AND RECOMMENDATIONS


The current marketing mission to Moscow was quite diverse with rich and comprehensive
programs compared to the previous missions to Moscow (attending a training in Moscow,
participation of the Tajik delegation in two business forums apart from the fair).
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Cooperation with RIA Moda, a Moscow-based news and promotion agency has proved to be
more effective and useful in terms of the mission preparation, fair participation, establishing
the new business contacts and expanding the network in the target market. Therefore, the
cooperation with the above agency should be considered for future marketing missions to
Russia.



The creation of a website http://www.centralasiatextile.ru/ by RIA Moda was an innovative
idea and served as a good platform for introducing the Tajik and Kyrgyz T&C companies
among the Russian targeted auditorium (potential buyers of T&C products from Tajikistan
and Kyrgyzstan…). We think that the website should be further improved and promoted in
the target market, including through the social media (Facebook, Twitter, etc). Therefore, the
website should be updated regularly with the new developments related to the T&C industry
in the above countries, events conducted under the ITC projects, etc.



While organizing a business forum within the framework of the Textillegprom trade fair was
served as an effective tool for introducing the Tajik and Kyrgyz T&C companies and
exploring the new opportunities of cooperation with the Russian buyers and partners, but
participation of the high officials from Tajikistan and Kyrgyzstan once again emphasized the
importance of the Russian market for both countries.



It is recommended to support participation of the Tajik exhibitors in the next Textillegprom
trade fair to be conducted in September 2016 and reserve a good location for Tajik booth in
advance.



The Tajik companies has to follow-up on the contacts established during the mission to
Moscow through a sound communication (email, phone, viber, etc). It is recommended that
the NCs on T&C have to assist them in the further following-up with the potential buyers and
regularly update the ITC project office about the progress.



Organising a business tour to Tajikistan in April 2016 for the Russian potential buyers and
partners comprising the wholesalers, representatives of big chains, textile
manufacturers/processors, which are interested in outsourcing the T&C products from
Tajikistan will also facilitate implementation of the agreements reached by Tajik T&C
companies during the Textillegprom trade fair.
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ANNEX 3 – LETTER OF GRATITUDE FROM THE FAIR
ORGANIZERS
46TH INTERNATIONAL TRADE FAIR “TEXTILLEGPROM”, 16-19 FEBRUARY 2016
MOSCOW, RUSSIA
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ANNEX 4 – SUMMARIZED FEEDBACK FROM THE TAJIK
DELEGATION
46TH INTERNATIONAL TRADE FAIR “TEXTILLEGPROM”, 16-19 FEBRUARY 2016
MOSCOW, RUSSIA
What are the three most important things you learnt during participation at “Textillegprom-2016”
Fair?
Olim Textile:
 Before the entire list of goods of light industry were mostly imported to Russia, however now
country is experiencing serious difficulties due to the imposition of sanctions. Almost all of the
enterprises of light industry were in decline, and only recently started to revive slowly.
 Due to conditions mentioned above, now suppliers from Central Asia have good chances to work
in Russian market and supply their products: raw materials and ready products.
 Presently companies-producers of dyed yarn have good opportunities in concluding contracts.
Nafisa:
 We learnt about new technological equipment for socks production
 We got new insights on new and modern designs of socks and tights
 Contemporary marketing: “All what provide the sale of product”.
Vahdat Textile:
 We have to participate more frequently in such events
 We got new business contacts from many companies. We need to open a warehouse in Russia
 The impact of economic crisis is obvious in Russia
HIMA:
 We learnt that we can compete in terms of quality and price
 We learnt that we have to focus on quality of our products more
 We have to participate more frequently in such events
Maftuna:
 There is a tough competition in the sector
 We have to work and promote our products
 We have to improve the visibility and marketing activities
Ortex:
 We learnt about new technological equipment for garment production
 New models of jeans and shirts
 We should not stop on the reached point, and must move forward.
Nohid:
 During a business forum at the Tajik embassy in Moscow we have found our potential clients.
Rahimov:
 Demand on our production, many customers
 New partners
 Good organization
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How do you intend to use this in your business?
Olim Textile:
 In the near future our company intends to launch the second cycle of production, to establish
dyeing facility, which will allow us to be successful in the Russian market and getting regular
orders, as well as to launch production of ready products (garment)
Nafisa:
 We plan to update the assortment of cotton products (socks for children, women and men)
 We will consider the decreasing the cost price and improving the quality of production.
Vahdat Textile:
 We plan to enhance the production by installing new machines for socks production as well as dying
yarn.
HIMA:
 We plan to enhance the volume and the quality of produced yarn
Maftuna:
 To enhance work on increasing the assortment of production and collection
 To prepare specialists in the framework of exchange programs
 To participate in the next Textillegprom trade fair with our own products
Ortex:
 We plan to stay updated and use internet websites about new models for upcoming seasons and
we’ll check color trends to implement in our products
Nohid:
 We plan to increase the volume of production and improve quality of products gradually.
Rahimov:
 We will participate in the next Fairs

Does the quality of your product meet the requirements of customers?
 Yes 9
 No
(If “No” why?)
Can you provide the required minimal order of customers?
 Yes 7
 No
 Nafisa can fulfill the orders of customers in fixed terms (according to volume, quality and price) if
ordered more than 400 thousand pairs cotton children, women’s and men’s socks per month.

Please respond to the statements below:

My expectations from the trip were
met
Participation at the fair was useful
for my business

1 (Fully
disagree)

2 (Disagree)

3 (Agree)

4 (Fully
agree)





1

8





1

8
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Preparation and organization at
the fair were organized well
The business forum organized in
the framework of the mission was
useful for our company
I will gladly take part in similar
activities in the future





1

8





2

7





1

8

If you indicated “Fully disagree” or “Disagree” on one of the above mentioned points, please
clarify/describe why?

Company contribution for participation at the Textillegprom trade fair in Moscow:
#
1
2
3

Sub-total
in USD

Expenses

Value in USD

Living expenses in Moscow (Hotel
accommodation, meal, transportation)
Promotional materials (business cards,
brochures, banners etc.)
Air tickets for additional people

1500 + 400 + 1000 + 1200 + 1100 +
740 + 750 + 600
150 + 100 + 200 + 350 + 100 + 70 +
550 + 100
1000
Total:

7290
1620
1000
9910

Did the economic crisis in Russia affect (negatively) your business? (including export volumes)
 Yes 6
 No 2
If “Yes”, to what extent?
 Significantly 6

 Not significantly

 Did not affect 2

Nafisa:
 Due to volatility and depreciation of Russian Ruble to USD we had to temporary stop export with
request of our partners from Russia.
Do you consider the Russian market as priority market for your company?
 Yes 9
 No
If “Yes”, in which periods you consider this market as priority market?
 Current period

 Middle term 1

 Long term 8

Nafisa:
 When the economic crisis is over
If “No”, which are the priority export markets/countries for your production?
Nafisa:
 Presently, we plan to increase our segment in local market (Tajikistan). We aim to increase the
volume of production of children socks.
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ANNEX 5 – MEDIA REPORT OF PARTICIPATION OF TAJIK
TEXTILE AND CLOTHING COMPANIES AT THE INTERNATIONAL
TRADE FAIR “TEXTILLEGPROM", MOSCOW, RUSSIA, FEBRURAY
2016
A)

PRESS RELEASE
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B) MEDIA COVERAGE
Participation of Tajik textile and clothing companies at the international textiles and apparel trade fair
“Textillegprom”, Moscow, 16-19 February 2016, including the Tajikistan/Kyrgyzstan–Russia Business
Forum in Moscow on 16 February 2016 (http://www.centralasiatextile.ru/ ) was widely covered by the Tajik
and regional media, as well as in social media, reaching out to thousands readers through media and
hundreds through social media. The Press release of this event was prepared in Tajik, English and
Russian and disseminated among media representatives through e-mail, posted on ITC Tajikistan
Facebook and web-home.
ITC Tajikistan website: The media release in three languages was posted on the front page of ITC
Tajikistan website (www.itctj.org), and on media releases page. Six photo-galleries, two videos (planned),
two partnering posts from RIA Moda, as well as profiles of all eight participating sides from Tajikistan were
prepared and posted on the web-site.
News Agenies: The news was covered by the main Tajikistan and regional news agencies in Tajik,
Russian, and English, such as state owned agency “Khovar”, and other regional and local agencies, such
as CA-News, the Tajik Service of the Russia Today (Sputnik), “Asia Plus”, “Avesta” and “TajikTA”.
Radios: The news went out on top local radios of Tajikistan in Tajik and Russian - “Asia Plus”, “Khovar”,
“Vatan”, “Sadoi Dushanbe”, “Tojikiston”, and etc.
On-line coverage: The news was covered by the following web-sites: itctj.org (Tajik, English, Russian),
khovar.tj (Tajik, Russian), avesta.tj (Russian), news.tj (Tajik, English), tajikta.tj (Russian), jumhuriyat.tj
(Tajik), Pressa.tj (Russian), Nm.tj (Russian), Uaport.net (Russian), Sputnik.tj (Tajik), Ca-news.org
(Russian), and jumhuriyat.tj (Tajik).
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Social Media: The news was also circulated via the official Facebook page of ITC Tajikistan. ITC
Tajikistan Facebook page kept its followers updated on the news on daily basis. ITC Tajikistan Facebook
page also posted the profiles of all eight participating companies; separate photo-galleries from each
event in the program; promotion videos (planned); and news posted on information web-sites.
In total, all materials related to Textillegprom fair and accompanying events posted on ITC Facebook page
reached out 2,689 people (number by February 28). In addition, many multimedia posts were shared by
different Facebook users, where each post gained additional likes and reached hundreds more Facebook
users.
Two videos promoting Tajik and Kyrgyz companies were posted on ITC Tajikistan YouTube channel.
Multimedia: Slide-shows were prepared and posted on ITC Tajikistan web-home and Facebook page.
Multimedia: Six photo-galleries were prepared and posted on ITC Tajikistan web-home, and Facebook
page. Two videos were uploaded on ITC Tajikistan YouTube channel and shared on Facebook and website.
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